IN-GAME HANDOUTS - INSTRUCTIONS

Is it required?
If you are NOT using the Digital Game Portal, all of the printed in-game handouts are required.

If you ARE using the Digital Game Portal, the printed in-game handouts are optional. Some groups find it helpful to have printed Resource Description Sheets in order to take notes, but this is not strictly required. You will not need printed Prepare Phase Rules or Respond Phase Rules.

How many to print
Prepare Phase Rules: Print 1 copy per sector (6 total, if you want players to share) or 1 copy per player (if you want everyone to have their own). Print copies for the facilitator and helpers.

Respond Phase Rules: Print 1 copy per sector (6 total, if you want players to share) or 1 copy per player (if you want everyone to have their own). Print copies for the facilitator and helpers.

Resource Description Sheets: Print 1 copy per corresponding sector (6 total, if you want players to share) or 1 copy per player in each corresponding sector (if you want everyone to have their own). To calculate the number of players in each sector, take your total number of players, divide by 6, and round up.

Printing instructions
Use regular 8.5” x 11” paper.